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ABSTRACT

Globalization is the process of international integration arising from the interchange thoughts, products, ideas, and other aspects of culture and economical life. Globalization involve in macro-social forces of society and bind to frame the social structure. Globalization can erode and universalize the characteristics of a local group. Globalization attaching the transportation, telecommunication, internet, interdependence of world views and activities.

1980 is the year of introducing the term of globalization. In India, globalization started from 1991. Globalization describes the interplay across culture of macro-social forces. These forces include religion, politics, and economics.

Globalization refers to the widening, deepening and speeding up of global interconnection process.
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INTRODUCTION

Globalization has improved the overall economic status of people as well as the Indian nation in current situation. It is one type of motivation process for development of nation.

Industrialization and Globalization are always focus on industrial investment and economic growth process. In 18th century industrial revolution took place first time in United Kingdom. After that the its effects spread on all over the world which was the symbol of globalization.

Globalization has its own characteristics and values, either positive or negative. Globalization is a vast and deep concept having effects and side effects on society. It has various causes. The main cause of globalization is including three parameters like international market, trade, multinational production, and international finance. Every country in the world has accepted the policy of globalization and related concepts in current scenario.

Globalization try to connect communicate and sharing the information around the world. Various multinational companies and corporate sector are the gift of globalization. It always try to reduce the environmental imbalance in the world. For the promotion and removal of tariff barriers global rate, globalization process is most useful. Global media growth, grain specialization, global trade cycle, various parameters of global nature etc issues are well connected to the globalization process.

POSITIVE SIDE OF GLOBALIZATION

Globalization is a criticize and complicated issue in current scenario. Also it is said that tool of rich country. But while doing the study, we cannot ignore the most important effect of globalization process that is International trade allows for developing countries to continue to develop by increasing national incomes to fund modernization. Utilizing proper sources of globalization a country can successfully grow economically as well as socially.

Globalization has improved the overall economic status of people as well as the Indian nation in current situation. It is one type of motivation process for development of nation.

In India, first industrial policy declared in April 6, 1948 which proposed mixed and controlled
CONCLUSION

Today is a global world. Globalization is a process of nation prosperity and progress as per the current trend. It involves various modern process and concepts. For the development of country, there is no alternative to globalization and related issues.

But while implementation of globalization, we should not ignore our social and familiar construction in society. From all the levels, there should be always taking care and cognizance of global related issues. Identification, sort out and solve the global concerning problems as early as possible and maintain suitable frame of family and society.

Globalization try to connect communicate and sharing the information around the world. Various multinational companies and corporate sector are the gift of globalization. It always try to reduce the environmental imbalance in the world. For the promotion and removal of tariff barriers global rate, globalization process is most useful. Global media growth, grain specialization, global trade cycle, various parameters of global nature etc issues are well connected to the globalization process.

Government facilitation plays a key role in this process. At the same time globalization altered available consumption choices, it has also pressured governments to change.

Globalization is close to urbanization, transportation, poverty, industrialization, educational purpose, global issues, social and cultural issues are the components of globalization.

India is a developing country. India needs various things, commodity, science and technology knowledge etc from other develop countries. Developmental countries have to pay revenue as a part of price. That money centralised to the treasury of develop countries. In that way may be we can say that globalization is a one type of side effect to developmental countries
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